Agreement of noninvasive tear break-up time measurement between Tomey RT-7000 Auto Refractor-Keratometer and Oculus Keratograph 5M
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Background: It is difficult to standardize assessment of dry eye in different clinical settings. Increasingly, tear stability is recognized to be important for the definition and assessment of patients with dry eye. Recently, two commercially available instruments have been made available for objectively measuring noninvasive tear break-up time (NIBUT), as an indicator of tear stability: the Tomey RT-7000 Auto Refractor-Keratometer and Oculus Keratograph (K)5M. We aim to assess the agreement of NIBUT measurements using these modalities.

Methods: This prospective cross-sectional study was carried out in a tertiary referral eye center and involved 126 consecutive dry eye patients. NIBUT assessment was performed on the right eyes of participants with both the RT-7000 and the K5M techniques, with the order of assessment randomized. The Standardized Patient Evaluation of Eye Dryness (SPEED) questionnaires were administered to assess dry eye symptoms in the 2 weeks before assessment.

Results: The age of the participants was 56.0±14.3 years (69.84% females). Measurements for both modalities were non-normally distributed (right-skewed). The median RT-7000 and K5M readings were 4.2 (range 0.1–10.0) and 6.4 (0.1–24.9) seconds, respectively. RT-7000 and K5M readings were poorly correlated (p=0.061, P=0.495). Intraclass correlation coefficient between the modalities was 0.187 (95% confidence interval −0.097 to 0.406). The Bland–Altman plot showed no systematic differences between the readings with these machines. The agreement between machines was not different in different SPEED categories.

Conclusion: While there are theoretical and practical benefits of NIBUT for assessment of tear stability over dye-based methods, the agreement between the two modalities was poor. Hence, studies and trials assessing NIBUT should avoid using these modalities interchangeably for NIBUT assessment. More research is needed to improve consensus on how to determine NIBUT.
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Introduction

Dry eye syndrome is a multifactorial disorder of the ocular surface with significant health care burden, causing ocular discomfort, visual disturbance, and tear film instability with potential damage to the ocular surface.1,2 The tear film nourishes the avascular cornea and also contributes to the refractive power of the eye.3,4 An unstable tear film that breaks down rapidly in between blinks results in excessive exposure of the cornea, leading to devitalized corneal epithelium and visual disturbances.4 Tear film instability is hence a key feature of dry eye.
The most widely used clinical test for assessing tear instability is the measurement of fluorescein tear break-up time (FTBUT). 6,7 Unfortunately, despite its widespread use in both clinical and research settings, it is recognized that FTBUT has poor accuracy and reproducibility. 7 A few characteristics of the test contribute to its poor performance. First, the variability in the volume of fluorescein instilled into the conjunctival fornices is likely to be a major contributor to the poor performance of the test. 8,9 Moistened fluorescein strips deliver an inconsistent volume of fluorescein to the ocular surface, which, in turn, directly affects the FTBUT measurement obtained. 9 This is especially the case because the original tear volume is a minute volume, and addition of even a tiny amount of fluorescein solution significantly disturbs native tear dynamics. This may explain why studies that use customized fluorescein strips, which deliver smaller volumes of fluorescein, obtain more repeatable results. 10,11 A second source of error is the observer. The ability to detect the end point of the test (observing tear break-up) is affected by the brightness of the cobalt-blue-filtered light used and the individual assessor’s proficiency with slit-lamp examination. 12 Overall, the difficulty in standardizing these factors has limited the repeatability of FTBUT measurements. 13

The development of techniques that measure noninvasive tear break-up time (NIBUT) addresses many of these inherent limitations associated with FTBUT. Earlier devices such as tearscope allowed visualization of the tear film without fluorescein, hence enabling assessment of the tear film in its undisturbed state. 14 More recent techniques employ predefined computer algorithms for the determination of tear break-up time, ensuring consistent detection of tear film break-up in an objective and automated manner. 15,16

While many prototypes have been developed to measure NIBUT, there are currently only two commercially available systems: the Tomey RT-7000 Auto Refractor-Keratometer (Tomey Corporation, Nagoya, Japan) and the Oculus Keratograph 5M (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany). Previous reports have focused on the agreement of NIBUT with traditional FTBUT, or the difference in NIBUT between dry eye patients and healthy volunteers. 15–17 While each individual system shows good performance in differentiating dry eye patients from healthy controls, they each employ different methodologies to monitor the tear film and detect tear break-up. There has not been any published study that compared these two modalities. In this study, we examined the intraobserver agreement of NIBUT readings obtained by the previously mentioned modalities in a relatively large hospital-based sample of dry eye patients.

**Methodology**

This study was approved by the Singapore Health Services Centralized Institutional Review Board. It adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki for clinical research, and written informed consent was obtained from all the participants after explanation of the purpose and possible consequences of the study.

This prospective observational study was carried out in the Singapore National Eye Center, a tertiary referral center. All consenting participants with a previous diagnosis of dry eye were considered eligible for the study. A total of 126 consecutive participants were recruited from the dry eye clinic and underwent standardized assessments.

Each participant underwent NIBUT assessment with both the Tomey RT-7000 Auto Refractor-Keratometer RT-7000 and the Oculus Keratograph (K) 5M, one reading was obtained for each instrument with 10 minutes interval between measurements to ensure that normal tear function was restored. The order of assessment was randomized, and only the right eye of each participant was examined.

The RT-7000 measures NIBUT by assessing the reflectivity of the tear film. As the patient was instructed to refrain from blinking and to fixate on a central light source, 15 mire rings from a lighted cone were projected onto the corneal surface. The native software captures images of the reflected rings at each second up to a 10-second duration, starting from the last blink. At each given second, the computer compares the brightness of the reflected rings with the initial brightness at zero seconds. The software takes into account 256 measurement points per mire ring, resulting in a total of 3,840 measurement points. If the brightness falls below a predefined threshold, the computer records the point at which the threshold is crossed as the tear break-up time, which is termed ring break-up time (RBUT).

The K5M measures NIBUT by detecting localized breaks in the tear film using infrared waves. After two blinks to reconstitute the tear film, the participant is instructed to refrain from blinking and fixate on the central light source. A video recording of the ocular surface begins, with real-time detection and localization of breaks in the tear film. During the assessment, 22 rings are projected onto the cornea, with more than 1,000 measurement points per ring, resulting in 22,000 analyzed data points per frame. Points of break-ups appear on a grid mapping the corneal surface. The video recording lasts up to a maximum of 25 seconds, or until the patient’s next blink, whichever occurs first. Two readings are provided at the end of every assessment: NIKBUT-First, the time taken for the first appearance of a break in the tear
film, is the parameter of interest in this study. The other reading, produced by K5M, called the NIKBUT-Average is the average of the time taken to break-up in all the regions monitored over the duration of the 25 seconds. The NIKBUT-Average is therefore higher than the NIKBUT-First, and only the latter will be analyzed in this report.

Each participant also underwent the validated Standard Patient Evaluation of Eye Dryness (SPEED) questionnaire for assessment of frequency and severity of dry eye symptoms.16 Four common symptoms of dry eye were assessed, namely, dryness, soreness, burning sensation, and eye fatigue. Frequency of each symptom was scored from 0 to 3, with 0 being “never” and 3 being “all the time”. Intensity of each symptom was scored from 0 to 4, with 0 being “not a problem” and 4 being “intolerable”. These symptoms were asked for the prior 2 weeks’ duration. These scores were added to give a total score (0–28), with a higher score indicating increasing more severe dry eye symptoms. History of any ocular surgery such as cataract removal or laser refractive surgery was also recorded.

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 20 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics were calculated, including scatter plots. Normality for variables was checked using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Correlation between RT-7000 and K5M measurements was performed using Spearman’s rho correlation. Bland–Altman plot was constructed to assess agreement between the two modalities. Intraclass correlation coefficient for agreement was calculated using a two-way random model for absolute agreement. Level of significance was set at $P=0.05$.

### Results

The demographic characteristics of the 126 participants are presented in Table 1. The majority of our participants were of Chinese ethnicity. The dry eye symptoms were mild to moderate in this study. Within this range, the correlation between NIBUT, as measured by both instruments, and SPEED was poor ($P=0.003$, $P=0.997$ and $P=0.085$, $P=0.344$ for RT-7000 and K5M, respectively).

The NIBUT readings obtained for both RT-7000 and K5M were non-normally distributed (Figure 1A and B). For RT-7000, 28.6% of cases had NIBUT of 10 seconds, which was the maximum duration recorded by the machine. Using K5M, very few (3.2%) achieved the maximum reading of 25 seconds. Omitting the maximal NIBUT, the distribution of the RT-7000 and K5M readings were right-skewed and non-normally distributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $P<0.001$).

We examined the scatter plots for the measurements (Figure 2) and when linear correlation was calculated with or without the 10-second RT-7000 readings (28% of total readings), the correlation was poor, with $p=0.061$ ($P=0.495$) and 0.023 ($P=0.826$), respectively. We also examined the correlation between the two techniques separately for cases that had K5M performed before RT-7000 and those that had the other sequence. There was no obvious difference in correlation when K5M was performed first or after RT-7000 ($p=0.31$, $P=0.25$ when K5M was performed first; $p=0.087$, $P=0.77$ when RT-7000 was performed first).

Intraclass correlation coefficient for agreement between RT-7000 and K5M for average measures was 0.187 (95% confidence interval [CI] –0.097–0.406). Bland–Altman plot (Figure 3) of the NIBUT values shows poor agreement between the RT-7000 and K5M techniques. In particular, the extent of agreement was not related to the magnitude of the readings, ie, lack of agreement was not greater in larger readings. There was also no systematic difference between the readings obtained from the two techniques.

### Discussion

In this study, we examined the agreement between the two commercially available modalities for measuring NIBUT. Perhaps, because of the vastly different algorithms used for measuring NIBUT, these two modalities produced low agreement which was clinically relevant.

Till date, no published studies have directly compared NIBUT assessment by these two techniques. Nevertheless, Izquierdo et al compared K5M NIBUT with FTBUT

| Table I Demographic characteristics and parameters of interest (n=126) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Age, years** | 56.04 (14.32)   | **Sex, female** | 88 (69.84)      |
| **Ethnicity**  | Chinese 122 (96.83) | Malay 2 (1.59) | Indian 2 (1.59) |
| **Tomey RT-7000 NIBUT, seconds** | Mean (SD) 4.95 (3.95) | Median (range) 4.15 (0.1–10.0) |
| **Oculus K5M NIBUT, seconds** | Mean (SD) 8.39 (6.00) | Median (range) 6.35 (0.1–24.9) |
| **SPEED questionnaire score** | Mean (SD) 8.84 (5.81) | Median (range) 8.00 (0.0–28.0) |

Notes: Values are presented as mean (SD) or median (range) with exception of sex and ethnicity, which are in number (percentages).

Abbreviations: NIBUT, noninvasive tear break-up-time; SPEED, Standard Patient Evaluation of Eye Dryness; SD, standard deviation.
Lee et al and found that there was moderate correlation ($r=0.68$). Cox et al examined an earlier model of K5M (Oculus Keratograph 4) for its agreement with FTBUT and inter-visit repeatability of Keratograph 4-determined NIBUT, with similar findings that agreement was moderate. Best et al found that the K5M readings are consistently shorter than those determined by tearscope. In contrast, the repeatability of RT-7000-determined NIBUT and agreement of RT-7000 with FTBUT/tearscope has not been published. A few studies have assessed NIBUT as a potential diagnostic marker for dry eye. Gumus et al performed RT-7000 measurements on 45 dry eye patients and 25 healthy volunteers. The RT-7000 readings decreased with increasing severity of dry eye (modified Dry Eye Workshop scale). In controls and more severe dry eye patients, mean NIBUT was 4.91±1.62 and 0.36±0.45 seconds, respectively. Using a diagnostic threshold of <5 seconds, sensitivity and specificity of RT-7000 for diagnosing dry eye were 82% and 60%, respectively. Abdelfattah et al performed a similar study with K5M with many more participants (total 159). This study found no significant difference ($P=0.69$) in NIBUT between dry eye participants and healthy volunteers (mean of 6.7 and 8.2 seconds, respectively). It is notable that the diagnosis of dry eye was based on individual clinician’s judgment, but the exact diagnostic criteria for such diagnoses were not specifically reported. Since tear instability may contribute to different extents in patients from separate settings, these studies may not be directly comparable.

The two techniques, though both apply Placido-ring strategies, use vastly different algorithms and thresholds for measurement of NIBUT. The RT-7000 measures overall reflectivity of the entire tear film by assessing the brightness of the reflection it produces. Only one image is taken per second, and each image has a total of 3,840 measurement points.
points distributed over 15 mire rings. A parameter called the “ring break unit” is calculated as the reflection brightness decreases, and when the threshold of 20 is reached, the break-up time is recorded. This algorithm may be good for assessing global changes but does not discriminate differences in the spatial locations of tear break-ups. The K5M tracks tear film integrity through infrared waves and captures images at 32 frames per second, which is suitable for measuring rapid changes. The resolution of each image produced by K5M (22,000 measurement points) is also much higher than that produced by RT-7000. Unlike the single reading of NIBUT in RT-7000, K5M produced two measurements per eye, the NIKBUT-First and the NIKBUT-Average.

The strength of this study is a consecutively recruited relatively large sample. Measurement of the same eye with different instruments was performed in a randomized order with equal frequency. The limitations include the lack of assessment of clinical signs associated with dry eye, such as corneal fluorescein staining and Schirmer’s test. However, the aim of this paper was not to examine the usefulness of these two instruments for detection of dry eye.

Based on the benefits of NIBUT discussed in the “Introduction” section, it is a useful parameter for assessing tear stability. However, poor agreement between the readings from these two machines suggests that in clinical trials, the same modality should be used in the repeated measurements of participants. There is insufficient evidence at this point to conclude if one modality is superior to the other. In general, a wider range of measurements may be preferable to a narrow range. In the case of RT-7000, restricting the measurement time to a cap of 10 seconds may limit its usefulness.

For NIBUT to be more widely acceptable to clinicians, it is important for commercial developers to reveal underlying algorithms to allow for further analysis. For instance, greater definition of imaging (more frames per second) is good for tracking the millisecond to millisecond changes in the tear film. Greater resolution of the individual frames will enable the modality to be more sensitive to even the tiniest breaks in the tear film. The method of patient fixation and position should also be assessed or measured. Each of these factors influences the performance of NIBUT measuring techniques and should be made available, so that clinicians can understand the individual strengths and weaknesses of each modality. Future developments may include detection of patterns of break-up (eg, spot, area, and random breaks) to delineate specific pathology such as poor wettability, etc.

Conclusion
The two commercially available modalities for NIBUT assessment have poor clinical agreement with one another. While NIBUT is potentially very useful, more research into defining NIBUT is needed for determining the appropriate algorithm for routine clinical use.
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